The unique properties of the photoswitchable protein Dreiklang are attributed to a reversible hydration/dehydration reaction at the imidazolinone ring of the chromophore. 
Introduction
It is difficult to overestimate the significance of fluorescent proteins from the green fluorescent protein (GFP) family widely used as biomarkers in living cells. 1 A new wave of interest emerged due to the development of super-resolution microscopy. 2 In these applications, photoswitchable proteins play a central role. In contrast to passive fluorescent reporters, optical properties of photoswicthable proteins can be modified by light. For example, their ability to fluoresce can be switched on and off, and their colors can be changed as well. The engineered protein Dreiklang 3 is one of such promising species. The unique properties of Dreiklang are attributed to a reversible hydration/dehydration reaction at the imidazolinone ring of the chromophore, as summarized in Scheme 1. It is a rare example of a reversible photochemical modification of the GFP-like chromophore inside the chromophore-containing pocket. Another unusual aspect of this transformation is that a water molecule the chromophore-containing pocket reacts with the chromophore under illumination and that the original chromophore is restored in the dehydration reaction.
Scheme 1.
Reversible hydration/dehydration reaction at the chromophore in Dreiklang.
Dehydration reactions of the GFP-like chromophore are believed to be a part of the chromophore maturation, a post-translational modification of the Ser65-Tyr66-Gly67 tripeptide. 4, 5 However, much less is known about the reversible photochemical hydration of the chromophore in Dreiklang. The original mechanistic proposal (Scheme 1) was put forward in the pioneering paper. 3 A recent study 6 reports the results of femtosecond experiments with Dreiklang, tentatively suggesting additional details of the mechanism of the hydration reaction. No proposals for the dehydration reaction, i.e. the recovery of the fluorescent state, have been formulated so far.
The structure of Dreiklang is typical for the GFP-like proteins. The chromophore (Chro) resides in an alpha-helical segment, enclosed by a beta-barrel. Unlike the parent GFP variants in which chromophores are autocatalytically formed from the Ser65(Thr65)-Tyr66-Gly67 chains, the chromophore in Dreiklang is formed by the Gly65-Tyr66-Gly67 tripeptide. The neighboring side chains at positions 64, 68 and 203 also differ: Phe64, Val68 and Thr203 in GFP, and Ile64, Leu68
and Tyr203 in Dreiklang. Upon chromophore's maturation, Dreiklang exists in the fluorescent ON-state, which can be converted to the OFF-state by light illumination at 3.06 eV (405 nm). 3 The crystallographic structure reveals 3 that the chromophore in the OFF-state is hydrated at the imidazolinone ring. The recovery of the ON-state occurs either photochemically, by illumination at 3.39 eV (365 nm), or in the dark. In the latter case, the ON-state recovers spontaneously with a half-life of ∼10 min at room temperature. 3 Within the transition state theory, these kinetic data correspond to the OFF → ON activation barrier of 21 kcal/mol.
The unique photoswitchable properties of Dreiklang are attributed to the chemical transformations of the chromophore. Detailed mechanistic understanding of the photoconversion is important for developing guidelines for the rational design of reversibly switchable fluorescent labels. Moreover, the significance of the dehydration reaction at the imidazolinone ring in Dreiklang extends beyond this particular protein, as the reactions of this type occur upon maturation of the GFP-like chromophore. In this paper, we use methods of computational chemistry to model the recovery reaction (OFF → ON) of the fluorescent state of Dreiklang. Computational characterization of structures, optical spectra and mechanisms of deactivation (ON → OFF) in this reversibly photoswitchable protein will be described elsewhere. Successful applications of modern computational approaches to model properties of photoactive proteins are summarized in recent review papers; 10-13 these studies include simulations of reversibly switchable fluorescent proteins, 14 as well as consideration of photochemical and thermal reaction pathways in photoreceptors. 15, 16 Fig . 1 illustrates the reaction in terms of molecular models of the chromophore in the hydrated and dehydrates forms. In Fig. 1 
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A viable reaction mechanism should explain the cleavage of the C65-Ow bond, the formation of the water molecule, and the restoration of the original chromophore. As we show below, a mechanism consistent with the observed relatively low energy barrier of 21 kcal/mol in the thermal reaction involves the participation of the backbone chain O67-C67-N68-H68 as well as of the Glu222 side chain, which is located unusually close to the chromophore's imidazolinone ring.
Models and Methods
To construct model molecular systems representing the protein-bound chromophore, we started from the coordinates of heavy atoms in the crystal structure PDB ID 3ST2 Calculations of energies and energy gradients in QM were carried out using Kohn-Sham DFT with the M06-L functional 24 and the cc-pVDZ basis set. The AMBER force field was used in MM. The
NWChem software package 25 was used to scan fragments of potential energy surface along the assumed reaction coordinates. Unconstrained QM/MM minimization allowed us to locate minimum energy points corresponding to the REAG, PROD, and INT1-INT3 structures.
Transition states were first located in series of constrained QM/MM minimizations and then confirmed by frequency calculations. Gradual descent to the forward and backward directions from the TS points verified that the true saddle points were found.
Vertical excitation energies S0 → S1 at selected points on the ground state potential energy surface were computed using XMCQDPT2 26 with the cc-pVDZ basis set, the protocol that we verified earlier and used extensively in our studies of the photoreceptor proteins. 13 Here, the perturbation theory calculations were based on the CASSCF wavefunctions obtained by distributing 16 electrons over 12 orbitals and using density averaging over 11 states. The analysis of the corresponding wave functions allowed us to assign the characters of the computed states to locally excited and charge-transfer ones.
Results

Computational characterization of the ON-and OFF-states
The main focus of this paper is on the mechanism of the dehydration reaction connecting the OFF-and ON-states in Dreiklang. In this subsection, we validate our models against the available experimental data. 3, 6 The original experimental study 3 has shown that the protein in the equilibrium state (PDB ID 3ST2) is converted to the inactive OFF-state by illumination by 365 nm light (3.40 eV). The corresponding crystal structure is PDB ID 3ST3. Subsequent illumination of the OFF-state by 405 nm (3.06 eV) light results in the fluorescent state ON; the corresponding crystal structure is PDB ID 3ST4. In our simulations, we started from the coordinates of heavy atoms of the PDB ID 3ST2 entry and prepared an all-atom protein model as described in Models and Methods. The QM/MM optimization allowed us to create a model system with the neutral chromophore, neutral His145 and neutral (protonated) Glu222, i.e. the system assumed in experimental studies 6 as the ON-state structure. Its optimized geometry configuration should be compared to the crystal structure PDB ID 3ST4 and the excitation energy should be compared with the observed absorption band at 3.01 eV (411 nm). A model system with the hydrated chromophore ( Fig. 1, left) was prepared manually from the previously created ON-model. Its structure should be compared with the crystal structure PDB ID 3ST3 (the OFF-state) and its excitation energy should be compared with the observed absorption band at 3.65 eV (339 nm). 
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We note the proximity of the Glu222 side chain to the imidazolinone ring and to the group of backbone atoms (H68-N68-C67-O67) connecting the Gly67 (partly converted to the chromophore moiety) and Leu68 side chains; the relevant distances are between the Oε1(Glu222) -N68 atoms Å. It guarantees an efficient proton transfer along this proton wire. [27] [28] [29] In GFP, a similar proton wire connects the phenolic oxygen of Chro with the Oε(Glu222) via Ser205 and a water molecule. 22 Proton transfer along such a route is an essential part of the GFP machinery. 30 In Dreiklang, the corresponding proton wire should be also operable; the computed potential energy We constructed a model for the OFF-state on the basis of the computationally derived ONstate model. We split the water molecule W1 (see Fig. 2 ) to the OwHw1 and Hw2 moieties, which were attached to the C65 and N66 atoms in the ring; this corresponds to suggested nucleophilic water addition across the C=N bond of the imidazolinone ring. We then carried out QM/MM optimizations considering different protonation states of the chromophore, His145 and Glu222.
We concluded that the structure with the neutral Chro, anionic Glu222 and protonated His145 is the most likely candidate for modeling properties of the OFF-state (a detailed report will be published elsewhere). As shown below, proton transfer routes along the corresponding coordinates account for the reaction. Also, two water molecules (called W2 and W3 in Fig. 3 ) hydrogen bonded to O67 play an important role in the reaction serving as the oxyanion hole. In the model structure, these two water correspond to crystal waters #5 and #12 (chain A in PDB ID 3ST3). 
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The computed energy for vertical transition S0 → S1 with a large oscillator strength is 3.66 eV (obtained with XMCQDPT2). This value, corresponding to the wavelength 338 nm, agrees well with the experimental absorption band maximum at 339 nm.
To sum up, a good agreement of computed structural parameters and absorption band maxima with the corresponding experimental data validate our model systems for the ON-and OFF-states.
Pathway of thermal recovery reaction
We computed a minimum energy profile for the reaction of thermal recovery of the ONstate in a series of constrained QM/MM minimizations by considering relevant reaction coordinates at each elementary step.
Scheme 2 illustrates the reaction pathway from REAG (OFF-state) to PROD (ON-state) on
the ground electronic state potential energy surface. We remind that the ON-state recovers spontaneously with a half-life of ∼10 min at room temperature. 3 These kinetic data correspond to the highest activation barrier along the reaction route of about 21 kcal/mol.
Scheme 2.
Intermediates of the reaction of thermal recovery of the ON-state.
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Calculations reveal that the rate-determining step REAG → INT1 in this reaction is cleavage of the C65-Ow bond in the hydrated chromophore (Fig. 1, left) and formation of a water molecule W1'. The transition from INT1 to INT2 involves temporary protonation of Glu222, and the next step is a proton transfer in the chain Oε2(Glu222)-W1'-N68, restoring the structure of the non-hydrated chromophore (see Fig. 1, right) . The intermediate INT3 corresponds to a local minimum on the potential energy surface, while the transition to the global minimum (ON-state) requires concerted proton transfer along the Oε2(Glu222)-W4-Oγ(Ser205)-W5-Nδ(His145) wire. , At all elementary steps beyond the first one, the Glu222 side chain serves as a proton shuttle.
In following, we consider in details the rate-determining step of the thermal reaction OFF → ON in Dreiklang and then describe the steps of proton shuttling using Glu222.
Rate-determining step
The elementary step on the route from REAG to PROD with the highest activation barrier is cleavage of the C65-Ow bond in the hydrated chromophore and the formation of a water molecule from the Ow-Hw and H68 moieties. As shown in Fig. 4 , the hydrogen-bonded pattern N68-H68-Ow is perfectly aligned for the proton transfer. This elementary step leads to the reaction intermediate INT1 separated from REAG by the transition state TS1. A short initial distance between Ow and H68, 1.88 Å, is due to the proximity of the Leu68 side chain to the chromophore (Fig. 2) , which, in turn, can be explained by the small size of the residue in position 65: Gly65 in Dreiklang versus Ser or Thr in regular GFPs. Distances between atoms are in Å.
The preliminary scan of the ground-state PES along the two coordinates corresponding to the C65-Ow and N68-H68 distances allowed us to locate an intermediate conformation, starting from which the single reaction coordinate corresponding to the N68-H68 stretch could be considered. We located the saddle point corresponding to the TS1 structure, from which the unconstrained descents in the forward and backward directions led to the REAG and INT1 points on the PES. Fig. 4 shows molecular models of the corresponding structures. The produced water molecule W1' bridges the carboxyl group of Glu222 and the backbone fragment.
Frequency calculations performed for these three stationary points (REAG, TS1, INT1) confirmed that REAG and INT1 are the local minima and the TS1 structure has a single imaginary frequency 810i cm -1 . The mode of imaginary frequency corresponds to the N68-H68 stretch. thermal reaction of dehydration in Dreiklang are in agreement, taking into the account typical errors in computed barrier heights in DFT calculations of few kcal/mol. 31 The reaction intermediate INT1 lies about 20 kcal/mol above the OFF-structure. As shown in the panels in Fig. 4 , the changes in the geometry parameters upon the route from REAG to INT1
are consistent with the changes in the electronic structure: there is a decrease in the C67-N68 bond length and increase in the C67-O67 bond length. The developing negative charge at the -C67-O67
group is stabilized by the two approaching water molecules, W2 and W3, which play a role of the oxyanion hole. The positive charge refers to the proton Hw2 attached to the N66 atom.
Glu222 as a proton shuttle in the dehydration reaction Although the structure of INT3 corresponds to the product of the dehydration reaction, its energy is slightly above (3.6 kcal/mol) the reactant (REAG). This is because this structure is not the lowest energy configuration of Dreiklang in the ON-state. The inset in Fig. 2 shows that structures with the same chromophore, but with different protonation states of Glu222 and His145 are connected by a perfect proton wire Oε2(Glu222)-W4-Oγ(Ser205)-W5-Nδ(His145).
Correspondingly, a lower energy stationary point PROD (see Fig. 2 ) is reached upon the concerted proton transfer along the wire. The corresponding transition state TS4 is 5 kcal/mol above INT3.
To conclude, all reaction steps except the rate-determining first step are the proton-transfer reactions with low activation energies along perfectly aligned hydrogen-bond patterns involving the Glu222 shuttle.
The energy profiles
The computed ground-state energies of the key structures are summarized in black in Fig.   6 . The point PROD is below REAG by about 5 kcal/mol, consistently with a spontaneous decay of the OFF state in the dark. Low activation energies (less than 5 kcal/mol) at all elementary steps beyond the first one can be explained by the nature of these transformations (proton transfer along perfectly aligned hydrogen-bonded residues).
Although here we do not consider excited-state reactivity, we draw the attention to some details relevant to the light-induced recovery of the Dreiklang's ON-state. We remind that the computed S0→S1 vertical excitation energy of the OFF-state (3.66 eV ~ 85 kcal/mol or 338 nm), matches perfectly the observed absorption band maximum at 340 nm. Experimentally, the OFF → ON switching is induced by 405 nm light, which corresponds to 3.05 eV or 70 kcal/mol. Using the XMCQDPT2 method, we computed the vertical excitation energies S0 →S1 for the REAG, TS1, and INT1 structures. TS1 INT1 TS2 INT2 TS3 INT3 TS4 PROD   REAG   TS1 
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Discussion
The mechanism of the chromophore's dehydration reaction revealed by the simulations presents an interesting and rare example of chemical transformations in proteins involving the participation of the backbone chain. We point out a recent study 32 of enzymatic process describing backbone N-methylation in peptides. A specific reacting complex facilitates the removal of the amide proton and stabilizes the resulting negative charge activating the amide bond for methylation. 32 A similar process takes place in the dehydration reaction in Dreiklang at the step REAG → INT1 (Fig. 4) . A highly perturbed structure of the imidazolinone ring and the proximity of the hydroxyl OwHw to the backbone in REAG facilitate the removal of the amide proton H68, while the developing negative charge on O67 is stabilized by the oxyanion hole formed by two water molecules (W2 and W3). The subsequent step ( Our simulations also highlight the role of proton wires, i.e. the patterns of aligned hydrogen-bonded residues along which the proton can be translocated with relatively low activation energy. In Dreiklang, this is illustrated in the inset in Fig. 2 ; the corresponding pathway connects the INT3 and PROD structures. Proton wires are important for understanding various properties of proteins including GFP. 22, [27] [28] [29] In this work, we do not discuss photochemical reactions in Dreiklang beyond a tentative mechanistic suggestion for the light-induced recovery reaction (Fig. 6) . A careful study of photoinduced reactions in Dreiklang requires expensive calculations of excited-state dynamics in model systems. We hope that the structures described in this work will be helpful in such simulations; the work along these lines is in progress.
Conclusion
The 
